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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of the Inspector General (OIG) 
completed an audit of Office of Justice Programs (OJP) Cooperative Agreement 
Number 2012-VF-GX-K020 for $1,094,031 awarded to the Minnesota Council on 
Crime and Justice (CCJ), located in Minneapolis, Minnesota. This cooperative 
agreement, referred to as a grant throughout this report, was awarded to CCJ to 
plan, develop, and implement a statewide victim legal assistance network in 
Minnesota under OJP’s Office for Victims of Crime’s (OVC) Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 
Wraparound Victim Legal Assistance Network Demonstration Project. OVC intended 
that the network models emerging from this project from CCJ and other awardees 
would be replicated by other jurisdictions in the future. As of January 31, 2016, the 
end of our audit period, CCJ had expended $491,672 (45 percent) of the total grant 
award. 

The objective of the audit was to determine whether costs claimed under this 
grant were allowable, supported, and in accordance with applicable laws, 
regulations, guidelines, and terms and conditions of the award. In the beginning of 
our audit work, we identified that CCJ was in a critical financial situation, and 
through our audit work we identified significant performance deficiencies, material 
weaknesses in internal controls, non-compliance with grant requirements, and 
unallowable and unsupported grant-related expenditures. 

In February 2016, given our concerns about CCJ’s ability to accomplish grant 
objectives and oversee government funds, we briefed OJP on our preliminary 
findings. OJP subsequently designated CCJ as a high-risk grantee, froze the 
disbursement of all remaining grant funds to CCJ, and required CCJ to take 
corrective actions. On May 20, 2016, members of CCJ’s Board of Directors 
communicated to us and OJP that the Board of Directors laid off all CCJ staff 
members and was in the process of dissolving CCJ. As of June 2016, CCJ filed 
dissolution paperwork with the court and all assets and debts were transferred to a 
court-appointed receiver. Our audit concluded that the grant-related work that CCJ 
performed prior to its closure was not fully consistent with the stated goals and 
objectives of the award. Given CCJ’s impending dissolution, it appears that the 
$1 million program will not establish a statewide victim legal assistance network as 
the grant goals intended. 

In addition, our audit identified $1,026,693 in dollar-related findings, 
consisting of $424,334 in questioned costs and $602,359 in funds to better use.  
We found that CCJ did not have any grant-related financial management policies 
and procedures in place, and that CCJ officials lacked an understanding of OJP 
financial and programmatic management requirements. As a result, we found that 
CCJ spent grant funds on a variety of unallowable and unsupported costs, including 
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unapproved employees, unapproved salary supplements, and unsupported indirect 
and personnel costs. We also found that CCJ reallocated grant funds dedicated for 
Phase II of the project, and applied those funds to Phase I without OVC approval, in 
contrast to the approved grant budget and plan. 

Further, although CCJ paid $91,754 in contractor and consultant-related 
costs, CCJ had inadequate processes and recordkeeping related to management 
and oversight of those contractors and consultants. CCJ could not provide 
documentation to substantiate that contractors were procured with fair and open 
competition as required, and CCJ did not have a system in place to monitor 
contractor performance. In addition, the CCJ Director of Programs and Services 
was unaware that CCJ entered into contracts for the grant program. 

Because CCJ has ceased operations, our report does not include individual 
recommendations to enhance CCJ’s internal controls.  Instead, we focus our 
attention to remedying dollar-related findings and safeguarding any future DOJ 
funds. We provide 13 recommendations to OJP associated with rectifying the 
dollar-related findings we identified during our audit, which are detailed in the 
Findings and Recommendations section of this report. Our audit objective, scope, 
and methodology are discussed in Appendix 1 and our Schedule of Dollar-Related 
Findings appears in Appendix 2.  We requested a response to our draft audit report 
from OJP and their response is appended to this report as Appendix 3. Our analysis 
of the response, as well as a summary of actions necessary to close the 
recommendations can be found in Appendix 4 of this report. 
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AUDIT OF THE OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
 
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT AWARDED TO THE
 
MINNESOTA COUNCIL ON CRIME AND JUSTICE
 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of the Inspector General (OIG) 
completed an audit of an Office of Justice Programs (OJP), cooperative agreement 
awarded to the Minnesota Council on Crime and Justice (CCJ), located in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.1 During the course of our audit work CCJ ceased 
operations and was in the state of dissolution; this issue is discussed in greater 
detail in the Findings and Recommendations section of our report.  We present this 
audit report to OJP and its Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) to provide an overview 
of our findings and to remedy all questioned costs associated with the grant. 

OVC awarded CCJ $1,094,031 through grant number 2012-VF-GX-K020 
under OVC’s Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 Wraparound Victim Legal Assistance Network 
Demonstration Project. OVC awarded grants associated with this project to a total 
of six grantees across the country with the purpose of developing pro-bono legal 
assistance networks to offer legal services to victims of crime. CCJ was a non-profit 
organization that provides research, demonstration, and advocacy in the areas of 
alternative sanctions, offender services, victims’ services, and restorative justice. 
As of January 31, 2016, the end of our audit period, CCJ expended $491,672 
(45 percent) of the total grant award. 

Background 

The mission of OVC, an office within DOJ’s OJP, is to enhance the nation’s 
capacity to assist crime victims and to provide leadership in changing attitudes, 
policies, and practices to promote justice and healing for all victims of crime.  OVC 
also administers the Crime Victims Fund, which is financed by fines and penalties 
paid by convicted federal offenders, not from tax dollars.  OVC channels funding for 
victim compensation and assistance throughout the United States, raises awareness 
about victims’ issues, promotes compliance with victims’ rights laws, and provides 
training and technical assistance and publications and products to victim assistance 
professionals. 

CCJ was a nonprofit organization located in Minneapolis, Minnesota, that had 
a stated mission of seeking “a criminal justice system that is equitable and just, 
treats people with compassion and dignity, and allows for second chances, creating 
a safe and thriving community.” Since 1957, CCJ worked to eliminate racial 

1 OJP awards cooperative agreements to states, units of local government, or private 
organizations at the discretion of the awarding agency. Cooperative agreements are utilized when 
substantial involvement is anticipated between the awarding agency and the recipient during 
performance of the contemplated activity.  Although this is a cooperative agreement, we will refer to it 
as a grant throughout the report. 
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disparities in the criminal justice system; identify, address, and reduce the 
collateral consequences of a criminal record; and provide services to support the 
rights of victims of crime. OVC awarded this grant to CCJ to plan, develop, and 
implement a statewide victim legal assistance network in Minnesota. The goal of 
this network was to address the identified legal needs of victims of crime through 
the provision of an all-encompassing legal services network to victims throughout 
the state of Minnesota. OVC intended that the network models emerging from this 
project from CCJ and other grantees would be replicated by other jurisdictions in 
the future. 

OIG Audit Approach 

We tested compliance with what we consider to be the most important 
conditions of the award. Unless otherwise stated in the report, the criteria we audit 
against are contained in the OJP Office of the Chief Financial Officer Financial Guide 
(OJP Financial Guide), the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) Circulars, and the award documents.2 

We tested CCJ’s: 

•	 Program Performance and Accomplishments to determine if CCJ met or 
is capable of meeting the award’s objectives and whether the awardee 
collected data and developed performance measures to assess 
accomplishment of the intended objectives; 

•	 Financial Management to determine whether CCJ had sufficient accounting 
and internal controls in place for processing and payment of funds and 
whether controls were adequate to safeguard award funds and ensure 
compliance with the terms and conditions of the award; 

•	 Drawdowns to determine whether award drawdowns were adequately 
supported in accordance with federal requirements; 

•	 Budget Management and Control to examine the amounts budgeted and 
the actual costs for each approved cost category and to determine if the 
awardee deviated from the approved budget, and if so, if CCJ received the 
necessary approval; 

•	 Grant Reporting to determine whether the required reports were submitted 
in a timely manner and accurately reflected award activity; 

•	 Contracts to determine whether CCJ adhered to OJP’s guidance related to 
establishing contracts and whether the awardee conducted a cost analysis 
and procured its contracts competitively; and 

•	 Grant Expenditures to determine the accuracy and allowability of costs 
charged to the award. 

2 The OJP Financial Guide serves as a reference manual that provides guidance to award 
recipients on their fiduciary responsibilities to safeguard award funds and to ensure funds are used 
appropriately.  OJP requires award recipients to abide by the requirements in the OJP Financial Guide. 
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We confirmed that the award did not include sub-grantees, program 
income, or matching funds.  We therefore performed no testing in these areas. 
We discuss the results of our analysis in the Findings and Recommendations 
section of the report.  Appendix 1 contains additional information on our 
objective, scope, and methodology. The Schedule of Dollar-Related Findings 
appears in Appendix 2. 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Due to CCJ’s financial difficulties, the Board of Directors laid off all CCJ 
staff members and ceased operations in May 2016; CCJ filed official 
dissolution paperwork with the court and was in the state of 
receivership as of June 2016.  When we initiated the audit, we found 
that CCJ had expended 45 percent of grant funds over an almost 4
year time period, but had not yet accomplished any of the grant’s 
overall goals and objectives. In addition, we found that CCJ did not 
have any grant-related financial management policies and procedures 
in place and that CCJ officials lacked an understanding of OJP financial 
and programmatic management requirements. As a result, we found 
significant deficiencies in CCJ’s management and oversight of its grant 
funds and activities, including, but not limited to inadequate processes 
and recordkeeping related to the procurement of contractors and 
consultants. We identified $424,334 in net questioned costs and 
$602,359 in funds to better use. 

Grantee Operational Status 

During the course of our audit, we became aware of CCJ’s financial 
difficulties, which included, but were not limited to, a $44,000 deficit incurred in 
FY 2015 and the required repayment of $98,000 from a line of credit, due in 
June 2016.3 Due to CCJ’s critical financial situation and concerns our audit revealed 
regarding the CCJ’s ability to implement the grant program, in February 2016 we 
provided OJP with a preliminary audit briefing.  In response to that briefing, OJP 
designated CCJ as a high-risk grantee, froze the disbursement of all grant funds to 
CCJ, and required CCJ to take corrective actions to remove the funding hold. 

Separately and unrelated to OJP’s aforementioned actions, on May 13, 2016, 
the Minnesota Department of Public Safety Office of Justice Programs (MN OJP) 
contacted the OIG and informed us that it was terminating two grants it had 
awarded to CCJ.4 In its termination letter to CCJ, MN OJP cited CCJ’s slow progress 
at addressing ongoing financial management issues and CCJ’s staff layoffs as the 
reasons the two grants were terminated.  The letter also stated that CCJ owed MN 
OJP $19,071 for unsubstantiated grant expenses for which CCJ was reimbursed. 

In April 2016, officials on CCJ’s Board of Directors stated CCJ’s financial 
status was “dire” and began additional fundraising efforts in order to keep its doors 
open. However, in light of its financial situation, CCJ’s Board of Directors also laid 
off 7 of its 10 total employees between April and May 2016. On May 16, 2016, we 

3 As of the end of FY 2015, CCJ spent approximately $98,000 of a $100,000 line of credit, 
which had been established in 2010. 

4 The Minnesota Department of Public Safety, Office of Justice Programs (MN OJP) is a 
separate entity and is not a component of the U.S. Department of Justice Office of Justice Programs 
(OJP).  Additionally, the two grants MN OJP had with CCJ were different from the OVC grant we were 
auditing. 
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provided OJP, OVC, and CCJ a briefing on our audit findings.  Following this briefing, 
members of CCJ’s Board of Directors informed us that on May 20, 2016, the Board 
of Directors laid off the remaining CCJ staff members and was in the process of 
dissolving CCJ. On June 17, 2016, CCJ filed paperwork with the court for official 
dissolution and all of its assets and debts were transferred to a court-appointed 
receiver. 

Because CCJ has ceased operations, our report does not include individual 
recommendations to improve CCJ’s internal controls.  In turn, we focus our 
attention on remedying costs and safeguarding future DOJ funds.  As a result, we 
recommend that if CCJ restarts operations and in the event that OJP awards future 
grants to CCJ, then OJP should ensure that CCJ implements appropriate internal 
controls and procedures to safeguard DOJ grant funds. Further, we recommend 
OJP remedy $424,334 in questioned costs and $602,359 in unspent funds to better 
use. 

Program Performance and Accomplishments 

CCJ was awarded the initial grant in September 2012, with the potential for 
additional funding supplements.  The initial award was in the amount of $294,940 
and was referred to as “Phase I.” According to the awarding document from OVC, 
“funding for this first 15-month Phase I will support extensive planning that 
includes formation of a steering committee or governing body made up of network 
partners, conducting a comprehensive needs assessment, and developing a detailed 
implementation plan that includes policies, procedures, and protocols for providing 
victims with necessary legal services and referrals within the network.” 

Phase II funding was awarded in September 2013, in the amount of 
$399,397, for the purpose of supporting the “implementation of the plan developed 
in the first phase for providing direct legal services to victims of crime through the 
legal assistance network.”  Phase III funding was awarded in September 2014, in 
the amount of $399,694, for the purpose of continuing the implementation of CCJ’s 
“plan to provide legal services to victims through a statewide victim legal assistance 
network in Minnesota.” 

We reviewed the programmatic details and accomplishments for the audited 
award.  Based on our review, we believe CCJ’s grant-related work performed was 
not fully consistent with the stated goals and objectives of the award, as detailed 
below. 

Program Goals and Objectives 

The purpose of the grant was to develop a holistic model for pro-bono legal 
assistance networks that offer the wide range of legal assistance to victims.  CCJ’s 
objective was to plan, develop, and implement a statewide victim legal assistance 
network in Minnesota in three separate phases.  OVC’s award solicitation for 
Phase I stated that grantees’ implementation plans must be detailed and, as noted 
above, include policies, procedures, and protocols for providing necessary legal 
services and referrals. The Phase I grant was awarded on September 25, 2012 and 
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was estimated by OVC to require 15 months to complete.  As of January 31, 2016, 
CCJ had not yet completed the objectives of Phase I of the award because it did not 
yet have an OVC-approved detailed implementation plan. OVC recognized that all 
six grantees were having difficulty completing Phase I objectives by the estimated 
completion date of January 2014.  Therefore, OVC requested that all grantees 
submit a memorandum explaining the delays they were facing as well as a revised 
timeline for Phase I activities.  CCJ did not submit either of these requested 
documents. The other grantees ultimately submitted their implementation plans to 
OVC between September 2014 and March 2015. 

We found that CCJ submitted a one-page summary of its implementation 
plan in January 2015.  OVC approved the plan with the condition that CCJ work with 
OVC to submit a revised, more detailed implementation plan. However, at this 
time, CCJ began to experience some changes in personnel and activity level. In 
January 2015, CCJ’s Director of Programs and Services (DPS), who was responsible 
for overseeing the grant at CCJ, left CCJ. CCJ officials stated that little to no work 
took place on the grant between January 2015 and May 2015. OVC recognized this 
hiatus and did not award FY 2015 Phase IV funding to CCJ as a result. CCJ rehired 
the previous CCJ DPS as the new President in May 2015 and hired staff in May and 
June 2015 to work on the grant and in November 2015, CCJ submitted a revised 
implementation plan to OVC, 10 months after CCJ submitted its 1-page 
implementation plan summary.  However, according to the Phase I award 
solicitation, CCJ was supposed to submit a needs assessment along with its 
implementation plan and CCJ only submitted an executive summary of its needs 
assessment.  We questioned the CCJ President about the full needs assessment 
document and this individual stated that as of January 31, 2016, the full needs 
assessment was still considered a draft.5 

Although OVC had not yet approved the implementation plan, we reviewed 
the plan that CCJ submitted as its Phase I product.  Based on this review, we do not 
believe that CCJ’s implementation plan adequately addresses the legal needs of 
victims of crime that were identified in the draft needs assessment.  We spoke with 
the CCJ President regarding our concerns and this individual stated that the legal 
needs of victims would not be discovered until CCJ and its legal service providers 
began providing services to victims of crime. However, based on our review of the 
grant objectives, the needs assessment was supposed to identify the legal needs of 
victims of crime and the implementation plan was supposed to detail how CCJ 
would address the legal needs identified. 

As an example of this discrepancy, we found one of the recommendations in 
the legal needs assessment was to “Increase the number of pro-bono attorneys 
across the state to help victims with complex legal needs, such as family law and 
immigration.”  We asked the CCJ President where in the implementation plan this 
need would be addressed.  This official stated that this information was not in the 
implementation plan, but rather this information would be in the legal service 

5 Based on our review, the CCJ draft needs assessment identified several legal needs of 
victims that could be addressed in the implementation plan. 
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providers’ meeting notes.  As a result of the implementation plan lacking detailed 
information on how CCJ and the legal service providers will address the legal needs 
of victims of crime, we do not believe that the full implementation plan CCJ 
submitted to OVC adequately details how it will address the identified legal needs of 
victims of crime. Moreover, without an approved and detailed implementation plan, 
CCJ was still operating to achieve the Phase I goals of the grant and had not 
entered the second phase of the grant at the time of its closure. 

As discussed in further detail later in this report, CCJ had already expended 
funds that were awarded for Phase II. Because CCJ has ceased operations, we do 
not make individual management improvement recommendations to enhance 
operations at this time.  However, if CCJ is reestablished and any federal funds are 
expended on this project in the future, OVC must increase its involvement to help 
ensure that all grant work undertaken by CCJ is conducted in a manner that is 
consistent with the grant’s goals and objectives. 

Progress Reports 

According to the OJP Financial Guide, the funding recipient should ensure 
that valid and auditable source documentation is available to support all data 
collected for each performance measure specified in the program solicitation. 
Additionally, grantees are required to submit semiannual progress reports within 
30 days of the end of the reporting periods, which are June 30 and December 31, 
for the life of the award. CCJ did not maintain records in a readily retrievable 
format to support the information it reported in its semiannual progress reports. At 
the time of our audit, CCJ’s Director of Programs and Services and the most current 
President had been in their positions for less than 1 year and the original staff 
members who were associated with grant management were no longer employed 
by CCJ.  The CCJ President stated that the process for completing the semiannual 
progress reports included obtaining oral information from the Director of Research 
and that supporting documentation was not provided.  According to this CCJ official, 
CCJ did not have written policies or procedures for the compilation, review, or 
submission of progress reports. 

We also reviewed the filing dates of all of the progress reports submitted and 
found that three of the seven progress reports were submitted late.  One of these 
late reports, submitted for the reporting period ending December 31, 2014, was 
submitted 82 days late and resulted in OVC freezing CCJ’s grant funds until the 
progress report was submitted. We also found that this progress report was 
initially incorrectly submitted through the Grant Management System (GMS) as a 
Grant Adjustment Notice (GAN) when it should have been submitted as a progress 
report. OVC informed CCJ of this error and CCJ correctly submitted the progress 
report 5 days after the original submission. 

We believe the report was misfiled due to CCJ’s lack of policies and 
procedures over the submission of progress reports, as well as CCJ’s turnover of 
grant personnel normally responsible for submitting the progress reports. Because 
CCJ has ceased operations, we do not make individual management improvement 
recommendations to remedy internal control issues at this time. However, if CCJ is 
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reestablished and OJP awards any future grant funds to CCJ, then OJP must ensure 
CCJ establishes and implements policies and procedures for submitting timely and 
readily supportable progress reports. 

Financial Management 

According to the OJP Financial Guide, all grant recipients are required to 
establish and maintain adequate accounting systems and financial records and to 
accurately account for funds awarded to them. Those records shall include both 
federal funds and all matching funds of state, local, and private organizations, when 
applicable.  Further, recipients must be able to account for the receipt, obligation, 
and expenditure of funds awarded on an individual basis.  The awardee must track 
and account for funds separately from other OJP awards, as well as other federal 
agency awards. 

We reviewed CCJ’s financial management system and its policies and 
procedures to assess CCJ’s risk of non-compliance with laws, regulations, 
guidelines, and terms and conditions of the grant.  To assess internal control risks, 
we obtained an understanding of the financial reporting process, examined various 
grant accounting records and reports prepared by CCJ, and interviewed CCJ 
personnel regarding grant expenditures.  Our testing revealed that CCJ did not have 
adequate written internal control procedures to govern the use of federal funds, as 
detailed in the following sections. 

Policies and Procedures 

Policies and procedures provide the framework within which an organization 
operates.  Such rules provide guidance for handling a wide range of organizational, 
programmatic, and financial issues, and establish a framework for both 
management and staff decision making. We interviewed CCJ staff who were 
involved in the grant’s financial management and reviewed CCJ’s accounting 
policies and procedures.  We found that CCJ did not establish policies and 
procedures to address the areas specific to grant-related financial management 
activities.  As described in this section and throughout the report, we found CCJ’s 
policies and procedures to be in material noncompliance with the guidelines set 
forth in the OJP Financial Guide and the Uniform Administrative Requirements for 
Grants and Agreements (28 C.F.R. § 70). 

According to 28 C.F.R. § 70.21 (2013), recipients’ financial management 
systems must provide for written procedures for determining the reasonableness, 
allocability, and allowability of costs charged to the grant in accordance with the 
provisions of the applicable Federal Cost Principles and the terms and conditions of 
the grant. We found CCJ’s accounting policies and procedures do not address the 
determination of the reasonableness, allocability, and allowability of grant costs. 
Due to CCJ’s lack of documented grant policies and procedures, we asked CCJ 
officials to describe their grant-related financial management responsibilities. CCJ 
officials stated that its practice was to have the Director of Programs and Services 
approve and allocate all expenditures to the grant's general ledger by writing the 
appropriate grant code and the budget category code on the transaction supporting 
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documents.  The CCJ Accounting Manager would then review the documentation for 
accuracy and allocate the expenditure to the grant's general ledger based on the 
notes provided. 

CCJ accounting staff stated that they relied on the Director of Programs 
Services to determine what costs were allowable grant costs because the 
accounting staff were not fully aware of all of the allowable grant expenditures. 
Further, the accounting staff stated that they had not seen the approved grant 
budget and or anything else that detailed allowable grant expenditures.  While the 
accounting staff stated they were unaware of what was an allocable and allowable 
grant expenditure and they were not familiar with the requirements in the OJP 
Financial Guide, we found that they processed transactions and allocated some 
expenditures to the grant’s general ledger without the knowledge or approval of the 
Director. We determined that these expenditures included expenditures such as 
staff parking, general liability insurance, and postage, which were not approved 
grant costs identified in the approved grant budget. We found that the two 
accounting staff members did not have an understanding of their specific grant-
related responsibilities for the financial management of the grant. In addition, CCJ 
had not documented the grant-related job responsibilities for these two positions. 
We believe that the absence of policies and procedures documenting the grant-
related job responsibilities of each CCJ position led to these individuals not having a 
full and complete understanding of how to effectively manage the financial aspects 
of the grant. 

The OJP Financial Guide also requires agencies to establish and implement 
procedures to ensure federal assistance is not provided to entities that are 
prohibited from receiving federal funds. The Guide further requires that recipients 
of federal funds must not award or permit any award to any party, which is 
debarred or suspended from participation in federal assistance programs. The CCJ 
policies and procedures did not contain any information related to this requirement, 
so we asked CCJ officials what their policy was for checking the System for Award 
Management (SAM), which is the central repository for suspension and debarment 
actions taken by all federal government agencies.  The CCJ Director of Programs 
and Services stated that she had never heard of the SAM and referred us to the CCJ 
President for CCJ’s procedures regarding checking the SAM.  The CCJ President was 
aware of the system, but was unsure about when a search had to be conducted in 
the SAM and then referred us back to the Director of Programs and Services 
because the CCJ President believed that individual would know the requirements.  
In addition, we found that CCJ did not have any documents that indicated personnel 
had reviewed SAM for its employees or contractors.  We reviewed the SAM for the 
employees and contractors paid with grant funds and did not find any indication 
that any had been suspended or debarred. 

Because CCJ has ceased operations, we do not make individual management 
improvement recommendations to address internal control issues at this time. 
However, if CCJ is reestablished and OJP awards any future grant funds to CCJ, 
then OJP must ensure CCJ establishes and implements detailed policies and 
procedures for:  (a) determining the reasonableness, allocability, and allowability of 
costs charged to the grant; (b) documenting the grant-related responsibilities of 
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CCJ staff working on this grant; and (c) requiring all grant employees, vendors, 
contractors, and consultants to be reviewed for compliance with suspension and 
debarment provisions. 

Financial Management Systems 

According to the OJP Financial Guide, award recipients are required to 
establish and maintain adequate accounting systems and financial records to 
accurately account for funds awarded to them. Grantees must have an adequate 
accounting system that can be used to generate reports required by award and 
federal regulations. Systems must support financial reporting that is accurate, 
current, complete, and compliant with all financial reporting requirements of the 
award. Further, accounting systems should be able to account for award funds 
separately (no commingling of funds). Finally, grantees' accounting system must 
also allow for the grantee to exercise effective control and accountability for all 
grant funds. 

We found CCJ's financial management system did not have adequate controls 
in place to safeguard grant funds. Most significantly, we determined that the 
practices for recording and supporting grant-related expenditures were inadequate 
to ensure compliance with the terms and conditions of the grant. Specifically, we 
found that CCJ kept an accounting general ledger that tracked all expenditures 
related to the work of the grant; however, the ledger commingled federal 
expenditures with transactions expected to be paid from other sources. 
Furthermore, this ledger did not provide for the identification of the expenditures 
that could and could not be reimbursed with federal grant funds. CCJ accounting 
staff stated that prior to every drawdown request they would update a spreadsheet, 
referred to as a “workbook,” and manually transfer the expenditures in the general 
ledger.  The accounting staff stated that they removed the expenditures for postage 
and general liability insurance from the total drawdown request amount because 
these costs were not in the OVC-approved budget and would not be included in the 
reimbursement request.  The staff, however, would not remove these unallowable 
expenditures from the grant’s general ledger. 

In addition, due to CCJ’s accounting staff’s lack of knowledge of approved or 
unapproved grant expenditures, we found CCJ allocated additional unapproved 
expenditures, such as staff parking expenses, to the grant’s general ledger on a 
proportional basis based on the percentage of total direct costs the grant incurred 
in relation to all CCJ organization-wide program costs. These staff members were 
unaware that these expenditures were not included in the OVC-approved grant 
budget and did not remove them from the drawdown request. We have identified 
these expenditures as questioned costs later in this report in the Grant 
Expenditures section. 

As a result, CCJ's accounting practices prevented it from producing a reliable, 
accurate, and supportable representation of how grant funding was being used. 
Without this, grant funding was not adequately safeguarded to ensure compliance 
with the terms and conditions of the grant. Further, if grantees are not properly 
safeguarding grant funds, there is a potential for fraud, waste, and abuse. 
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Per 28 C.F.R. §70.53 (2013), financial records, supporting documents, 
statistical records, and all other records pertinent to an award must be retained for 
a period of 3 years from the date of submission of the final expenditure report. 
During our audit, we requested documents to support CCJ’s grant expenditures and 
activities; however, CCJ could not locate some of the timesheets and signed 
contracts.  In addition, a CCJ official stated they would have had to contact the 
former Director of Research to locate documentation supporting the information 
provided in the progress reports submitted to OVC. 

Because CCJ has ceased operations, we do not make individual management 
improvement recommendations to remedy internal control issues at this time. 
However, if CCJ is reestablished and OJP awards any future grant funds to CCJ, 
then OJP must ensure CCJ:  (a) establishes appropriate internal controls that 
include the design and implementation of policies and procedures to ensure that the 
financial management system provides for adequate recording and safeguarding of 
grant-related activities; (b) makes certain that staff are adequately trained and 
supervised in the use of the system; and (c) establishes and implements policies 
and procedures to retain all pertinent grant records for a period of three years from 
the date of submission of the final expenditure report. 

Single Audit Requirements 

During the FYs under our review, CCJ did not have an OMB A-133 Single 
Audit conducted because it did not believe that its federal expenditures exceeded 
the audit threshold.6 We reviewed CCJ’s accounting records to confirm whether 
the entity expended federal expenditures in excess of the threshold in any fiscal 
year and found that CCJ’s records were inaccurate as they contained errors and 
were incomplete because they did not clearly identify all federal funding sources or 
expenditures. We therefore asked CCJ to compile a list of its outside funding 
sources, including, but not limited to, any government awards or private funds 
received between FYs 2012 and 2015.  We found that the list that CCJ provided us 
was, again, incomplete and inaccurate because CCJ’s Accounting Manager did not 
have a clear understanding that some funds passed through to CCJ by the state of 
Minnesota were federal funds, not state funds, even though they were given to CCJ 
from the state of Minnesota.  We contacted the state of Minnesota agency 
responsible for distributing the federal pass-through and state funds to CCJ and 
requested grant documents supporting the federal funds expended by CCJ.  Based 
on our review of these records, we verified that CCJ did not require a Single Audit 
between FYs 2012 through 2015. 

Because CCJ has ceased operations, we do not make individual management 
improvement recommendations to address internal control issues at this time. 
However, if CCJ is reestablished and OJP awards any future grant funds to CCJ, 
then OJP must ensure CCJ:  (a) establishes and implements policies and procedures 
detailing the requirement that a Single Audit needs to be completed when federal 

6 The Single Audit threshold for FYs 2012, 2013, and 2014 was $500,000 and increased to 
$750,000 for FY 2015. 
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expenditures exceed the Single Audit threshold in any given fiscal year; and 
(b) accurately tracks all sources of funding including government grants and funds 
from other entities. 

Drawdowns 

The term drawdown is used to describe the process by which a recipient 
requests and receives funds under a grant award agreement. The OJP Financial 
Guide states that all recipients of federal funds must develop procedures for the 
disbursement of funds to ensure federal cash on hand is kept at a minimum.  We 
analyzed drawdowns through January 31, 2016, and compared the overall amount 
of these drawdowns to CCJ’s grant general ledger.  We determined that CCJ’s 
requested drawdowns were $7,020 less than what was stated in the grant’s general 
ledger at that time. 

During our interviews with CCJ officials and our review of CCJ’s accounting 
policies and procedures, we determined that CCJ did not have written procedures 
for drawing down grant funds.  Because CCJ did not have written procedures, we 
asked the Accounting Manager and the contracted Controller to describe the 
process CCJ used for requesting drawdown reimbursements from OVC for its 
grant-related costs. These officials explained that drawdowns were typically 
requested on a monthly basis after all of the accounting entries for the previous 
month had been entered into the grant’s general ledger. As previously mentioned, 
either individual used the amounts listed in the grant’s general ledger and entered 
these amounts into unofficial “workbooks,” which were spreadsheets that CCJ 
created to track budgeted to actual expenditures.  The CCJ accounting staff stated 
that they would not enter any expenditures associated with general liability 
insurance or postage into the workbooks because they understood that those were 
not reimbursable grant expenditures, but there was no indication of this in the 
grant’s general ledger. Then the drawdown request amount would be based on the 
total expenditures from the manually created workbook, not the general ledger. 

Moreover, the accounting staff did not provide the Director of Programs and 
Services, who was responsible for programmatic and financial oversight of the 
grant, with the workbooks or drawdown requests to review and approve. This first 
occurred in January 2016. Through our review of the workbooks, we found that the 
manual process of entering expenditures from the grant’s general ledger to the 
workbooks resulted in inaccurate and incomplete records. 

We believe that CCJ’s lack of written drawdown procedures and its manual 
entry system could have led to erroneous or inappropriate drawdown requests. 
Because CCJ has ceased operations, we do not make individual management 
improvement recommendations to improve internal controls at this time.  However, 
if CCJ is reestablished and OJP awards any future grant funds to CCJ, then OJP 
must ensure CCJ establishes and implements new accounting policies and 
procedures for:  (a) accurately tracking grant funds expended and not use a 
manual entry system to record and track federal grant expenditures; (b) drawing 
down grant funds; and (c) requiring appropriate review and approval of drawdown 
requests. 
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Budget Management and Control 

As previously discussed in the Program Performance and Accomplishments 
section of this report, CCJ was awarded a total of $1,094,031 in funding for three 
different phases of grant work. We determined that completion of Phase I 
activities, including the needs assessment and implementation plan, were required 
prior to moving to Phase II. We found that CCJ’s needs assessment was still in 
draft form and its implementation plan was submitted in November 2015.  As of 
January 31, 2016, the end of our audit period, the implementation plan was still 
pending OVC approval. Because CCJ was not able to provide direct legal services 
without an approved implementation plan, we therefore consider that CCJ was still 
in Phase I of the grant at the time of our audit.  Both OVC and a CCJ official 
concurred with our assessment that CCJ had not moved out of Phase I. 

We found that CCJ used funds from Phase II to complete Phase I activities. 
During our review period, we found that CCJ had allocated $491,672 to the grant’s 
general ledger, which is $196,732 more than the OVC-approved Phase I budget.7 

Further, we found that CCJ did not seek approval from OVC to use the funds from 
Phase II for Phase I grant activities. 

Due to CCJ’s delayed implementation of Phase II, OVC requested that CCJ 
submit a revised budget and timeline detailing how CCJ would use the remaining 
grant funds to serve the legal needs of victims of crime in Minnesota.  CCJ’s 
submitted plan was to complete the remaining grant activities from February 2016 
to January 2017, which also included spending the $610,335 in remaining grant 
funds that existed at the time the budget revision was submitted. We noted that 
for Phase II and Phase III, OVC expected CCJ to provide services to victims of crime 
for a total period of 2 years.  However, CCJ’s revised plan was to provide services 
for less than 1 year, but to spend the remaining funds that should have been spent 
over a 2-year period. Therefore, the revised plan provided fewer services (due to 
the shortened delivery timeframe), thereby raising the cost of services to be 
delivered. OVC denied the request for a revised budget and timeline in April 2016. 

According to the OJP Financial Guide, the recipient is responsible for 
establishing and maintaining an adequate accounting system, which includes the 
ability to compare actual expenditures or outlays with budgeted amounts for each 
award. As previously discussed, we found that CCJ created spreadsheets, referred 
to as "workbooks," that it used to track the budgeted to actual expenditures for the 
grant. On a periodic basis, CCJ accounting staff would take the information from 
the grant's general ledger and manually enter these amounts into the workbooks. 
We found that the budget categories listed in the workbooks omitted some of the 
grant’s approved budget categories and included additional unapproved categories. 
This made it impossible to accurately compare the actual grant expenditures to the 
budgeted amounts. The CCJ President stated that the budgeted to actual 

7 This general ledger amount was reached after removing general liability insurance and 
postage expenses from the grant’s general ledger.  This amount removed totaled $5,578.  The original 
amount awarded for Phase I was $294,940. 
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expenditures were "not very well tracked" and CCJ staff who oversaw the grants 
had a difficult time seeing how CCJ spent grant funds. Also, CCJ officials were not 
periodically reviewing the budgeted to actual expenditures on a routine basis and 
were unaware of the errors in the workbooks. 

Additionally, the OJP Financial Guide requires grant recipients initiate a Grant 
Adjustment Notice (GAN) for a budget modification that reallocates funds among 
budget categories if the proposed cumulative change is greater than 10 percent of 
the total award amount.8 As a result of CCJ’s incorrect budgeted tracking, we had 
to recreate CCJ’s budgeted to actual expenditures spreadsheet and found that CCJ 
did not expend funds in any budget category in excess of the 10 percent threshold.  
However, when transactions are not tracked by approved budget categories, 
management does not have the information it needs to ensure it is in compliance 
with the 10 percent budget deviation criteria. 

We recommend that OJP remedy the $196,732 in unallowable grant 
expenditures for the expenditures in excess of the Phase I budgeted amount. 
Because CCJ has ceased operations, we do not make individual management 
improvement recommendations to remedy internal control issues at this time. 
However, if CCJ is reestablished and OJP awards any future grant funds to CCJ, 
then OJP must ensure CCJ creates an accurate system to track budgeted to actual 
grant expenditures. 

Grant Reporting 

The OJP Financial Guide requires that the quarterly Federal Financial Reports 
(FFRs) be submitted online no later than 30 days after the last day of each quarter. 
If an FFR is late, an automatic hold is placed on the remaining funds with each 
award. We determined that 3 of the 13 FFRs submitted were filed between 1 and 5 
days late.  Due to these late FFRs, CCJ’s grant funds were frozen until each late FFR 
had been submitted. We also found that CCJ did not have written policies and 
procedures for the submission of FFRs. 

Inaccurate and untimely reporting compromises OVC’s ability to monitor 
grant funds and increases the risk that funding will be subject to waste, fraud, and 
abuse.  Because CCJ has ceased operations, we do not make individual 
management improvement recommendations to improve internal controls at this 
time.  However, if CCJ is reestablished and OJP awards any future grant funds to 
CCJ, then OJP should ensure CCJ establishes and implements policies and 
procedures to ensure FFRs are submitted no later than 30 days after the last day of 
each quarter. 

8 A GAN is used to request project changes or corrections for any programmatic, 
administrative, or financial changes associated with a grant award.  The awarding agency will notify 
the grantee of its decision (i.e., approval or denial) on any of the requested changes. 
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Contracts 

According to 28 C.F.R. § 70.44 (2013), award recipients must establish 
written procurement procedures. These include requirements that recipients avoid 
purchasing unnecessary items and solicitations for goods and services provide for 
all of the following: a clear and accurate description of the technical requirements 
for material, product, or service to be procured; requirements that the 
bidder/offeror must fulfill and all other factors to be used in evaluating bids or 
proposals; and a description of technical requirements in terms of functions to be 
performed or performance required, including the range of acceptable 
characteristics or minimum acceptable standards. We found that CCJ did not have 
any written policies and procedures documenting the process for procuring goods 
and services. Without these written policies and procedures, the potential exists for 
the procurement of inappropriate, unnecessary, or duplicative goods and services. 

Further, 28 C.F.R. § 70.45 (2013) stipulates that some form of cost or price 
analysis must be made and documented in the procurement files in connection with 
every procurement action.  Additionally, the OJP Financial Guide requires 
procurement transactions to be conducted with open, free, and fair competition. 
Also, Special Condition 41 of the Phase I award documentation required that all 
contracts under this grant should be competitively awarded unless circumstances 
preclude competition. We requested procurement files for all consultants and 
contractors paid with grant funds to determine if CCJ competitively procured 
services; however, CCJ did not maintain procurement files on its consultants and 
contractors. As a result, we could not determine if consultants and contractors 
were procured competitively or at the lowest rate available.  This lack of 
procurement files and competitive procurement practices could have subjected 
CCJ’s grant funding to potential fraud, waste, and abuse. 

Additionally, according to 28 C.F.R. § 70.47 (2013), a system for contract 
administration must be maintained to ensure contractor conformance with the 
terms, conditions, and specifications of the contract and to ensure adequate and 
timely follow up of all purchases. Recipients must evaluate contractor performance 
and document, as appropriate, whether contractors have met the terms, conditions, 
and specifications of the contract. The CCJ President stated that CCJ did not have 
formal or informal processes in place to monitor or evaluate contractors’ 
performance. Without adequate review of contractors’ performance, CCJ was 
unable to easily determine if contractors conformed to the terms, conditions, and 
specifications of the contract. Moreover, when contractors were not adequately 
monitored, the implementation of the grant’s program objectives were placed at 
risk and the potential for fraud, waste, and abuse of grant funds increased. We 
also found that the Director of Programs and Services, who again was responsible 
for oversight of the grant at CCJ, did not know that CCJ had contracts with the 
contractors and consultants that worked on the grant and was therefore unaware of 
the terms and conditions listed in the contracts.  The CCJ President stated that the 
accounting staff were also not apprised as to when a contractor’s services were 
finished and when CCJ contractors should have ceased submitting invoices for 
payment to CCJ. 
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The contractors and consultants that CCJ paid to work on the grant were paid 
a total of $84,030.  In addition, CCJ reimbursed $7,724 in travel expenses to these 
contractors and consultants in performance of the grant-related work, which was 
not an OVC-approved budget item.  Further, even if OVC had approved a budget 
category to reimburse contractors’ travel expenses, we found that CCJ incorrectly 
allocated these expenses to its own internal Travel budget category.  In the original 
grant solicitation, OVC required that any travel costs associated with project staff 
who were not directly employed by the grantee organization be listed under the 
Consultant category of the submitted budget. 

We question and recommend that OJP remedy the $84,030 in contractor and 
consultant expenditures that were unsupported due to CCJ’s failure to maintain 
procurement files, which prevented us from determining if contractors and 
consultants were procured in a competitive manner and whether the terms, 
conditions, and specifications of the contracts were met. We also question and 
recommend that OJP remedy the $7,724 in unapproved travel expenditures 
incurred by the contractors and consultants. Because CCJ has ceased operations, 
we do not make individual management improvement recommendations to enhance 
the internal control structure.  However, if CCJ is reestablished and OJP awards any 
future grant funds to CCJ, then OJP must ensure CCJ:  (a) establishes and 
implements written procedures to document its procurement process for goods and 
services and its monitoring process for contractors and consultants; and 
(b) maintains the analysis, negotiation, justification, and monitoring documentation 
for each contractor and consultant. 

Research Consultants 

CCJ budgeted $30,000 of its Phase I grant funds to pay a consultant to assist 
with the research to be conducted as part of the needs assessment and 
implementation plan.  At the time CCJ initiated the contract with the research 
consultant, the OJP Financial Guide’s maximum rate for consultants was $450 per 
day or $56.25 per hour. The Guide stipulated that the maximum rate should not be 
used for all consultants, and when a consultant’s rate exceeds the maximum rate, 
additional justification and a written prior approval is required from OVC. 

In the grant’s approved budget, CCJ stated it would pay the research 
consultant a $55 per hour rate. Upon review of the research consultant’s invoices 
submitted to CCJ for grant-related work performed, we found that the rate used 
was between $95 and $100 per hour. We did not find evidence that CCJ sought 
and received approval from OVC to pay this consultant in excess of the maximum 
rate set forth in the OJP Financial Guide. 

In addition, the research consultant hired to work on the grant was a former 
CCJ employee.  While this related party transaction could be acceptable if there was 
adequate competition in the procurement process of this consultant’s services, we 
could not determine if this consultant was procured in a fair and competitive 
manner because of the aforementioned lack of documented procurement files.  We 
also could not determine if the consultant’s status as a former employee had any 
undue influence in CCJ’s selection process. 
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Because CCJ exceeded the maximum consultant rate and did not receive 
prior written approval from OVC to exceed the rate, and we cannot determine if this 
consultant was procured competitively and free of bias, we recommend that OJP 
remedy the $27,975 paid to the research consultant as unallowable questioned 
costs. 

Independent Contractors 

The OJP Financial Guide states that grantees must also initiate a GAN if a 
grantee is going to use organizations other than those identified in the original 
approved budget, or for contracting for or transferring of award-supported efforts. 

We found that CCJ hired independent contractors that were not in the 
original approved budget or approved at a later time by OVC.  These contractors 
were hired to perform a number of tasks related to the grant including researching, 
editing, and revising the needs assessment; conducting and transcribing interviews; 
and attending tribal workgroup meetings. In addition to lacking approval to hire 
these independent contractors, some of these contractors were former employees 
and one of the contractors was the sister of a CCJ employee.  As previously 
mentioned, CCJ did not maintain a procurement file which made it impossible for us 
to determine if CCJ procured these independent contractors in a free, open, fair, 
and competitive manner. 

Without seeking approval from OVC to use additional contractors to perform 
grant work, the potential existed for unnecessary services to be paid for with grant 
funds.  As a result, we question the $17,962 in grant funds used on unapproved 
independent contracts and recommend OVC remedy these costs. 

Grant Expenditures 

To be allowable, an expense charged to an award must be reasonable, 
consistently applied, adequately documented, and compliant with applicable policies 
and procedures. Table 1 illustrates CCJ’s approved budget for all three phases of 
the audited grant. 
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Table 1 


Summary of Grant Budget 


Budget Category Phase I Phase II  Phase III 
Personnel $112,100 $48,000 $104,500
Fringe Benefits $27,690 $13,920  $29,465 
Travel $8,418 $2,198 $2,217
Supplies $1,972 $0 $560
Consultants/Contracts $79,912 $308,650 $223,920
Other $10,676 $6,000 $2,640
Indirect Costs $54,172 $20,629  $36,392 
TOTAL $294,940 $399,397 $399,694

 

  
 
 

  

 

Source:  GMS 

As of January 31, 2016, CCJ’s grant general ledger listed $491,672 in 
expenditures. To determine whether costs charged to the awards were allowable, 
supported, and properly allocated in compliance with award requirements, we 
tested a sample of transactions.  We reviewed documentation, accounting records, 
and performed verification testing related to grant expenditures.  The following 
sections describe the results of that testing. 

Personnel Costs 

Our initial testing of personnel costs was on two non-consecutive pay 
periods.  Due to the variety of issues we found in these pay periods, which are 
discussed at length in this section, we expanded our testing to include all pay 
periods through December 31, 2015.  As a result, we tested a total of $193,376 in 
salary costs. 

Allocation of Salary Costs to the Grant 

According to the OJP Financial Guide, when staff members do not work solely 
on a single federal award, a reasonable allocation of costs to each activity must be 
made based on time and effort reports (e.g., timesheets).  These reports must 
reflect an after-the-fact distribution of the actual activity of each employee, account 
for the total activity for which each employee is compensated, be prepared monthly 
and coincide with at least one or more pay periods, and be signed by the employee 
and approved by a supervisory official having firsthand knowledge of work 
performed.  CCJ’s written payroll procedures also required that timesheets be 
signed by the employee and their supervisor and returned to the Accounting 
Manager on the Monday following the end of the pay period. 

As part of our expanded testing of payroll, we reviewed all documentation 
supporting payroll transactions, including timesheets.  We found that some 
timesheets were not approved by a CCJ supervisor or received supervisory approval 
after the salary costs had already been allocated to the grant. In addition, we 
found that CCJ’s allocation methodology and supporting documentation of salary 
costs lacked sufficient detail.  As a result, we recalculated all salary costs using the 
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documentation available.  We found that when we calculated the salary costs that 
should have been allocated to the grant, the amounts did not always equal what 
was in the grant’s general ledger for each pay period. Overall, we found that CCJ 
undercharged the grant for salary costs in the amount of $1,902. While the 
differences between the calculated salary and the salary expenditures listed in the 
grant’s general ledger did not have a material impact on the grant, we believe that 
our results illustrate that CCJ needed to develop a more accurate and reliable 
method for calculating salary costs to the grant. 

Because CCJ has ceased operations, we do not make individual management 
improvement recommendations to remedy internal control weaknesses at this time. 
However, if CCJ is reestablished and OJP awards any future grant funds to CCJ, 
then OJP must ensure CCJ:  (a) enforces its existing policies and procedures for the 
supervisory review and approval of employees’ timesheets in a timely manner; and 
(b) develops an accurate and reliable method to properly charge salary 
expenditures to the grant. 

Unapproved Personnel and Unapproved Positions 

Special Condition 37 of CCJ’s Phase I award stipulated that the grant’s 
project director and key personnel identified in the grant application would be 
replaced only for compelling reasons.  Successors to key personnel were required to 
be approved by OVC, and such approval would be contingent upon submission of 
appropriate information, including, but not limited to, a résumé.  Changes to the 
other program personnel identified in the grant application only required notification 
to OVC and submission of a résumé. 

We found that throughout our review period CCJ allocated to the grant 
salaries and fringe benefits for employees who were not originally designated in the 
CCJ’s grant application.  CCJ did not alert OVC to these changes nor did it submit to 
OVC résumés for these individuals, as required.  During our onsite fieldwork at CCJ, 
we informed CCJ officials that key personnel had to be approved by OVC prior to 
working on the grant and that CCJ must provide résumés for all other employees 
prior to working on the grant.  Subsequent to our discussion, CCJ submitted, and 
OVC approved, the résumés of the prior CCJ President, current CCJ President, and 
current Director of Programs and Services.  However, we found that CCJ had an 
additional six employees, including a key staff member, work on the grant and used 
grant funds to reimburse these employees’ related salary and fringe benefits, but 
did not provide OVC with their résumés, as required. Three of these six employees 
also worked in positions that were never approved by OVC. We found that CCJ 
allocated $123,129 in unallowable salaries and fringe benefits to the grant for all six 
CCJ employees.  We also found that $4,640 was allocated to the grant for grant-
related travel expenses incurred by these employees. 

Further, through our review of the timesheets of CCJ grant staff, we found 
that one of the six CCJ employees, a Research Assistant, never actually worked on 
the grant. Moreover, we found no evidence that a CCJ supervisory official approved 
this Research Assistant’s timesheets.  As a result, we are questioning the $1,621 in 
grant funds expended for this individual’s salary expenditures and fringe benefits. 
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We recommend that OJP remedy:  (a) $123,129 in unallowable salaries and 
fringe benefits of the unapproved CCJ employees working on the grant; (b) $4,640 
in unallowable travel expenses incurred by these unapproved employees; and 
(c) $1,621 in unallowable salary and fringe benefit costs paid to a CCJ employee 
who did not work on the OVC grant. Because CCJ has ceased operations, we do not 
make individual management improvement recommendations to address internal 
control issues at this time.  However, if CCJ is reestablished and OJP awards any 
future grant funds to CCJ, then OJP must ensure CCJ establishes and implements 
policies and procedures to verify employees paid with grant funds have been 
approved by OVC. 

Salary Supplements9 

The OJP Financial Guide requires that the awarding agency must approve all 
salary supplements. Additionally, executives, such as the president or executive 
director of an organization, may not be reimbursed for overtime or compensatory 
time under grants and cooperative agreements. We found that the individual who 
was the current CCJ President at the time of our audit was initially hired as Director 
of Programs and Services and served as the interim President for a period of 
3 months.  During the scope of the grant, this individual received a salary 
supplement for work performed as the Director of Programs and Services.  In 
addition, we found that while serving as interim President, this individual received a 
supplement for overtime incurred.  However, according to this individual they did 
not perform any work on the grant during the 3-month “interim” time period.  Also, 
because this individual received supplements during their tenure as a Director and 
interim President, the OJP Financial Guide stipulation prohibiting grant funds to be 
used for executives’ salary supplements would apply.  Therefore, we are 
questioning the $2,721 in grant funds used to pay this individual’s salary 
supplements and associated fringe benefits. As such, we recommend that OJP 
remedy the $2,721 in unallowable salary supplements and associated fringe 
benefits paid for with grant funds. 

Retention of Supporting Documentation 

The OJP Financial Guide required that CCJ’s financial records and supporting 
documents, including personnel and payroll records, be retained for a period of at 
least 3 years after receiving notification from the awarding agency that the award 
has been financially and programmatically closed. In a few instances, CCJ could 
not provide us with timesheets to support the CCJ employees whose salaries were 
allocated to the grant. By failing to maintain supporting documentation for the 
required length of time, CCJ made it impossible to determine if these costs were 
allowable and accurately calculated and recorded. Due to the lack of timesheets, 
we recommend that OJP remedy $2,536 for unsupported personnel salary costs. 

9 While these salary supplements were referred to as stipends by CCJ, OJP defined stipends 
as a living supplement for items such as rent or utilities.  We have therefore referred to them as 
supplements within the report. 
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Paid Time Off Accruals 

CCJ employees earned paid time off (PTO) hours each pay period. CCJ staff 
stated that CCJ would make an accrual entry at the end of each fiscal year to 
accrue for any employee’s earned, but unused PTO hours.  This year-end PTO 
accrual would then be allocated among CCJ’s different programs and grants.  We 
reviewed the PTO accruals and supporting documentation for FYs 2013, 2014, and 
2015 and found that CCJ could not properly support the calculations for these 
accruals.  The total amount allocated to the grant’s general ledger for PTO accruals 
made between FYs 2013 and 2015 was $8,699. We recommend that OJP remedy 
$8,699 for the unsupported paid time off accruals. 

Other Direct Costs 

We selected a judgmental sample of non-payroll transactions, including 
travel, supplies, and contractor expenses, totaling $28,274 to determine if the 
charges were included in the approved budget, allowable, and allocable to the 
award. 

As a result of our testing, we determined that CCJ allocated expenditures to 
the grant’s general ledger that were not approved in the grant’s Phase I budget. 
These expenses included access to a research website, a newspaper advertisement, 
a subscription for an online survey generator, and employee parking costs.  The 
total amount of these expenses equaled $8,544. We recommend that OJP remedy 
the $8,544 in unallowable expenditures that were not approved in the grant 
budget. 

Indirect Costs 

Indirect costs are the shared costs incurred by an organization that may not 
be readily identifiable with a particular project or program, but are necessary to the 
overall operation of the organization and the performance of its programs.  In 
conjunction with its grant budget, a grantee must have a written indirect cost rate 
agreement approved by its cognizant or oversight agency prior to using grant 
funding for indirect costs.10 We determined that the indirect costs were approved 
in the budget for the grant we audited, and CCJ had an approved indirect cost rate 
agreement.  However, we found that CCJ failed to follow the approved methodology 
in the indirect cost rate agreement to calculate the amount of indirect costs 
associated with the grant we audited. 

According to CCJ’s approved indirect cost rate agreement, indirect costs were 
to be calculated by multiplying the approved cost rate by the total eligible direct 
grant costs incurred during a period of time.11 For CCJ’s indirect cost rate 

10 The designated cognizant or oversight agency is the federal awarding agency that provides 
the predominant amount of funding to an award recipient.  For grants awarded to CCJ, the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) was the oversight agency at the time the grant 
application was submitted. 

11 CCJ’s Phase I budget included an approved indirect cost rate of 22.5 percent. 
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agreement, eligible direct costs were to include all direct costs incurred by the 
organization with the exception of capital expenditures, pass-through funds, and 
each subaward in excess of $25,000. 

According to the CCJ contracted Controller and its accounting policies and 
procedures, CCJ’s indirect costs associated with the grant were not calculated using 
the methodology defined in the indirect cost rate agreement.  Rather, between 
FYs 2012 and 2015, CCJ would calculate indirect costs by allocating the 
administration costs among all programs based on the program’s total expenses for 
the month as a percentage of the agency’s total expenses.12 We found this 
methodology to be incorrect as the indirect costs were not calculated as a 
percentage of the grant’s direct costs. 

In FY 2015, the CCJ contracted Controller realized that this indirect cost 
calculation methodology was incorrect and started calculating the indirect costs by 
multiplying the grant’s direct costs for each month by an indirect cost rate of 
27 percent.13 We also found this methodology to be incorrect because CCJ’s 
approved indirect cost rate for Phase I activities was 22.5 percent. Using the 
correct indirect cost calculation methodology to determine the amount of indirect 
costs, we used CCJ’s grant general ledger to recalculated CCJ’s indirect costs 
through December 31, 2015.  We found that CCJ should have allocated $85,972 in 
indirect costs, which is $19,635 less than the $105,607 that CCJ calculated and 
allocated to the grant. 

Additionally, throughout the report we identified questioned costs. Because 
CCJ allocated indirect costs to the grant based upon their direct costs, we calculated 
the indirect costs associated with both the unallowable and unsupported questioned 
direct costs. We made these determinations by multiplying the approved indirect 
cost rate of 22.5 percent by the questioned costs we have identified.  CCJ’s indirect 
costs associated with unallowable questioned direct costs totaled $33,020 and the 
indirect costs associated with unsupported questioned costs totaled $21,799. 

We recommend that OJP remedy:  (a) $19,635 in unallowable indirect costs 
allocated to the grant in excess of the approved indirect cost rate; and (b) $33,020 
in unallowable indirect costs associated with unallowable questioned direct costs 
and $21,799 in unsupported indirect costs associated with unsupported questioned 
direct costs. Because CCJ has ceased operations, we do not make individual 
management improvement recommendations to address internal control 
weaknesses at this time.  However, if CCJ is reestablished and OJP awards any 
future grant funds to CCJ, then OJP must ensure CCJ establishes and implements 
written policies and procedures for accurately calculating and charging indirect 
costs to federal grants. 

12 CCJ considered administration costs to be any costs that serve a common final cost 
objective and cannot be identified with a specific program. 

13 As the oversight agency, HHS approved CCJ, in October 2015, for a final indirect cost rate 
of 27.0 percent for 2014 and a provisional indirect cost rate of 27.0 percent from January 2015 to 
December 2016. However, CCJ did not have OVC approval to begin using this new indirect cost rate. 
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Views of Responsible Officials 

We discussed the results of our audit with grantee and OJP officials 
throughout our fieldwork and at formal exit conferences, and we have included their 
comments as appropriate. 

Conclusion 

We determined that CCJ did not adequately manage the cooperative 
agreement. Our audit identified significant performance deficiencies, material 
weaknesses in internal controls, non-compliance with grant requirements, and 
unallowable and unsupported grant-related expenditures. In total, we identified 
$1,026,693 in dollar-related findings, consisting of $424,334 in net questioned 
costs and $602,359 in funds to better use. 

Our audit concluded that the grant-related work that CCJ did perform was 
not fully consistent with the stated goals and objectives of the award. Given CCJ’s 
impending dissolution, it appears that the $1 million program will not establish a 
statewide victim legal assistance network as the grant goals intended. 

Because CCJ has ceased operations, our report does not include individual 
recommendations to enhance CCJ’s internal controls. Instead, we focus our 
attention to remedying costs and safeguarding future DOJ funds with adequate 
controls. 

Recommendations 

We recommend that OJP: 

1.	 In the event that CCJ reestablishes its operations and seeks funding from 
DOJ, ensure that CCJ implements appropriate internal controls and 
procedures to safeguard DOJ grant funds prior to the awarding of any future 
grant funds. 

2.	 Remedy the $602,359 in unspent grant funds as funds to better use. 

3.	 Remedy the $196,732 in unallowable grant expenditures for the expenditures 
in excess of the Phase I budgeted amount. 

4.	 Remedy the $84,030 in contractor and consultant expenditures that were
 
unsupported due to CCJ’s failure to maintain procurement files.
 

5.	 Remedy the $7,724 in unallowable travel expenditures incurred by the
 
contractors and consultants.
 

6.	 Remedy the $27,975 in unallowable consultant expenditures due to the 
failure to obtain prior approval and provide justification for the $95-$100 per 
hour rate. 
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7.	 Remedy the $17,962 in unallowable costs due to CCJ’s failure to seek 
approval prior to hiring the independent contractors and using related parties 
without evidence of competitive procurement practices. 

8.	 Remedy:  (a) $123,129 in unallowable salaries and fringe benefits of the 
unapproved CCJ employees working on the grant; (b) $4,640 in unallowable 
travel expenses incurred by these unapproved employees; and (c) $1,621 in 
unallowable salary and fringe benefit costs paid to a CCJ employee who did 
not work on the OVC grant. 

9.	 Remedy the $2,721 in unallowable salary supplements and associated fringe 
benefits paid for with grant funds. 

10.	 Remedy $2,536 for unsupported personnel salary costs. 

11.	 Remedy $8,699 for the unsupported paid time off accruals. 

12.	 Remedy the $8,544 in unallowable expenditures that were not approved in 
the grant’s budget. 

13.	 Remedy:  (a) $19,635 in unallowable indirect costs allocated to the grant in 
excess of the approved indirect cost rate; and (b) $33,020 in unallowable 
indirect costs associated with unallowable questioned direct costs and 
$21,799 in unsupported indirect costs associated with unsupported 
questioned direct costs. 
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APPENDIX 1
 

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this audit was to determine whether costs claimed under the 
grant were allowable, supported, and in accordance with applicable laws, 
regulations, guidelines, and terms and conditions.  To accomplish this objective, we 
assessed performance in the following areas:  program performance and 
accomplishments, financial management, drawdowns, budget management and 
control, grant reporting, contracts, and grant expenditures. We confirmed that the 
award did not include sub-grantees, program income, or matching funds; therefore, 
we performed no testing in these areas. 

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform 
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for 
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that our 
audit evidence provides a reasonable basis for our finding and conclusions based on 
our audit objective. 

The OIG requested a Management Representation Letter signed by 
appropriate officials who worked with the OIG during the audit to attest to CCJ’s 
provision of relevant, complete, and accurate documentation to the OIG. Because 
the Board of Directors laid off all CCJ personnel prior to the OIG completing its 
audit, we were unable to obtain such an assurance statement signed by appropriate 
CCJ officials, in particular the CCJ President, with whom the OIG coordinated during 
our audit. In our judgment, the risk in not obtaining such assurance is mitigated by 
the sufficiency and appropriateness of the evidence and the fact that we question 
almost all costs that CCJ charged to the grant.  Further, we have no reason to 
believe that the evidence we obtained throughout our audit does not provide 
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions. 

Our audit concentrated on, but was not limited to, the inception of the grant 
on November 1, 2012, through January 31, 2016.  This was an audit of the Office 
for Victims of Crime (OVC) Cooperative Agreement Number 2012-VF-GX-K020 
awarded to the Minnesota Council on Crime and Justice (CCJ), of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, for $1,094,031.  OVC awarded this cooperative agreement under the 
Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 Wraparound Victim Legal Assistance Network Demonstration 
Project.  In conducting our audit, we reviewed Federal Financial Reports (FFR) and 
Progress Reports and performed testing of grant expenditures, including reviewing 
supporting accounting records.  We reviewed internal controls and procedures for 
the grant that we audited and judgmentally selected a sample of expenditures.  A 
judgmental sampling design was applied to obtain broad exposure to numerous 
facets of the grant reviewed, such as dollar amounts, expenditure category, and 
risk.  This non-statistical sample design does not allow for projection of test results 
to all grant expenditures or internal controls and procedures.  We selected 135 
transactions for audit testing and these transactions totaled $241,223. As of 
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January 31, 2016, the end of our review period, CCJ had expended $491,672 
(45 percent) of the total grant award.14 

We performed limited testing of source documents to assess the accuracy of 
FFRs, reimbursement requests, expenditures, and Progress Reports; evaluated 
performance to grant objectives; and reviewed grant-related internal controls over 
the financial management system.  We also tested invoices as of January 31, 2016. 
During our audit, we obtained information from OJP’s Grants Management 
System (GMS) as well as CCJ’s accounting system specific to the management of 
DOJ funds during the audit period.  We did not test the reliability of those systems 
as a whole, therefore any findings identified involving information from those 
systems was verified with documentation from other sources. 

Due to the significant issues we found during the course of our audit, we 
communicated regularly with OJP and OVC to provide updates on our audit work 
and related findings. In addition, we were contacted by members of CCJ’s Board of 
Directors who asked to be provided with preliminary audit findings and 
recommendations in an effort to begin the remediation process. On May 16, 2016, 
we provided a preliminary audit findings briefing to OJP, OVC, CCJ personnel, and 
CCJ’s Board of Directors. Following this briefing, members of CCJ’s Board of 
Directors informed us that on May 20, 2016, the Board of Directors laid off all CCJ 
staff members and was in the process of dissolving CCJ. On June 17, 2016, CCJ 
filed paperwork with the court for dissolution and all of its assets and debts were 
transferred to a receiver. 

14 The award period ends January 31, 2017. 
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Expenses in excess of  Phase  I budget  $196,732  13  
Travel expenses incurred by contractors/consultants  $7,724  16  
Consultant expenditures with $95-$100/hour rate  $27,975  17  
Unapproved independent contractors  $17,962  17  
Salaries and fringe benefits for unapproved CCJ employees  $123,129  19  

Travel expenses incurred by unapproved CCJ employees  $4,640  19  
Unapproved salary  supplements  $2,721  20  
Unapproved grant expenditures  $8,544  21  
Incorrectly calculated  indirect costs  $19,635  22  
Indirect costs associated with net unallowable direct costs  $33,020  22  

  
   

   

   
   

   
  

                                                           
    

  

 

APPENDIX 2
 

SCHEDULE OF DOLLAR-RELATED FINDINGS
 

QUESTIONED COSTS15  AMOUNT  PAGE  
Unallowable Costs  

Total Unallowable Costs $442,082  

Unsupported Costs 
No procurement files for contractors/consultants  $84,030  16  
Salary and fringe benefits for non-grant employee  $1,621  19  
Salaries associated with missing timesheets  $2,536  20  
Paid time off  accruals  $8,699  21  
Indirect costs associated with net unsupported direct costs  $21,799  22  

Total Unsupported Costs $118,685  

GROSS QUESTIONED COSTS $560,767 

15 Questioned Costs are expenditures that do not comply with legal, regulatory, or 
contractual requirements; are not supported by adequate documentation at the time of the audit; or 
are unnecessary or unreasonable.  Questioned costs may be remedied by offset, waiver, recovery of 
funds, or the provision of supporting documentation. 
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GROSS QUESTIONED COSTS $560,767 

Less Duplicative Costs16 ($136,433) 

NET QUESTIONED COSTS $424,334 

FUNDS PUT TO BETTER USE17 $602,359 4 

TOTAL DOLLAR—RELATED FINDINGS $1,026,693 

16 Some costs were questioned for more than one reason. The $196,732 in unallowable 
expenses in excess of Phase I budget includes $3,772 in travel expenses incurred by 
contractors/consultants, $30,742 in salaries and fringe benefits for unapproved CCJ employees, 
$2,721 in unapproved salary stipends, $441 in unapproved grant expenditures, $28,483 in 
contractor/consultant expenditures lacking procurement files, $1,067 in salaries for missing 
timesheets, and $3,558 in paid time off accruals.  The $84,030 in unsupported expenses for 
contractors/consultants with no procurement files included $27,975 in consultant expenditures with 
the $95-100/hour rate and $17,962 in expenditures for unapproved independent contractors.  The 
$123,129 in salaries and fringe benefits for unapproved CCJ employees included $1,469 in salaries for 
missing timesheets and $1,621 in salary for an employee who did not work on the grant.  Finally, we 
identified $16,622 in indirect costs related to these expenses. 

17 Funds to Better Use are future funds that could be used more efficiently if management 
took actions to implement and complete audit recommendations. 
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APPENDIX 3
 

OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS’ RESPONSE TO 

THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT
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U.S. ikprll1mcIlt of Justice 

Office of Jus/ice Programs 

Office of Audit. Assessment. and Management 

August 19, 2016 

11.·1 El\·IORANDUM TO: Carol Taraslka 
Regional Audit i\·lanager 
Chicago Regional Audit Office 
Office of thc Inspedor General 

I'; 
Ralph E. Mart in 
Diredor 

SUBJECT: Response to the ])raft Audit Report, Audi/ of/he Office of Justice 
Programs Cooperalil'eAgreemenl. Awarded /0 /he Minneso/a 
Council for Crime andJuslice. Minneapolis. Minnesota 

"Ihis memorandum is in reference to your correspondcnee, dated July 6, 2016, transmitting the 
abovc-referenced draft audit rcport for the Mimlcsota Council for Crime and Justice (CCJ). We 
consider the subject report resolved and request written acceptance of th is action frolll your 
office. 

As background, the award reviewed during your audit of eCJ (cooperative agreement nmllber 
2012-VF-GX-K020) was part of six nationwide awards issued by the Office of Justice Programs 
(alP), Of lice for Victims of Crime (OVC), under the Fiscal Year (FY) 20 12 Vict ims Legal 
Assistance Nt:lworks demonstration projects. TIlese awards were designed 10 develop holistic 
models for wraparound pro bono legal assistance networks Ihat olTer a wide range of legal 
ass istance to victims of alllypes of crime. "1l1c models emerging from this demonstration could 
be replicated by other jurisdictions in Ihe futuTC. OVC anticipated four phases to the projcct, as 
follows: (a) Phasc 1 -Ihe collaboration and establishmcnt ofscrvice provider partners, the 
creation of a steering commillee, and the development and completion of a detailed execution 
plan; (b) Phase 2 - the implementation of the project ; and (c) Phases 3 and 4 - full 
implementation ofthc project. While ave plmmed for grantees to completc the first phase 
within 15 months after award issuance, nonc of thc grantces met that timcfnUlle for various 
reasons. As a result, a ve worked with all grantces, including eCJ, to adjw;tthc phases and 
ohjectives of caeh phlL~C . 



 
 

 
 

 

 

As part ofCC1's work on this grant, CCJ produced a draft needs assessment and implementation 
plan, which were conditionally approved by OVC in December 20 IS. TIlroughout the duration 
of CCJ's grant period, CCJ e:-'l>erienced institutional and financial issues, which OVC attempted 
to work through with CCJ. In light of the number of challenges experienced by CeJ, OVC 
elected not to continue funding to CCJ in fiscal year 20 IS. Although OVC had concerns about 
CCJ 's management of the grant, OVC has recognized CCJ's commitment to this project. 

As you know, OJP mid CCJ mmmgement and its Board of Directors have been working together 
since notification of the preliminary audit findings. Upon learning from the OIG that significant 
accolmting issues had been identified, OlP immediately took steps to mit igate the corresponding 
risks associated with CCl 's grmlt f1mds to include freezing CCJ's acti ve grant funds, and 
designating Cel as a D.!partmcnt of lustice (ooJ) high-risk grantee. 

On June 17, 2016, the CCJ Board of Directors notified OVC of its intent to dissolve the 
organization; and subscquently filed an assigruncnt with the County of liclUlcpin, Minnesota 
Judicial Branch to begin a dissolution process ofCCJ . In its August 5, 2016, response to OlP, 
eCJ's Board Chairperson stated that eCJ will work with ove to address the findings and 
recommendations in the draft audit rL'"(lort; and remains commined to completing the work, even 
if it entails transferring the project to another agency. 

'Ine draft audit report contains 13 recommendations, $424,334 in net questioned costs, and 
$602,359 in fun ds put to better use, directed to OJP. TIle follow ing is OlP's analysis of the draft 
audit report recommendations. For ease of review, the recommendations directed to OlP are 
rc~tatcd in bold and are ro llowed by our response. 

I. \Ve recommend that 0,11'. in the event that CCJ reestablishes its oper.dions and 
sct'ks funding from DOJ. ensure that CCJ implements appropriate internal controls 
and procedul'cs to safeguard DOJ grunt funds pliO!' to the awarding of any future 
grant fund s. 

OJP agrees with the recommend.1tion. If, in the ruture, CCl reestablishes its operations 
and seeks funding from the 001, OlP will require eeJ, as a pre-condition to any award, 
that it develop and implenlent appropriate internal controls and procedures to safeguard 
OOJ grant rund~ . 

2. We recommend that n,w remedy the $602,359 in uns pent grant fund s as funds to 
better use. 

OJP agrees with the recommendation. OJP has a finruJcial hold on all remaining foods, 
totaling $609,406, ror cooperat ive agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020, whi ch 
represent funds not drawn down by eel, so that eeJ cannot access them. OlP's 
Oflice of the Chief Financial Otricer will deobligate the remaining runds by 
September 30, 20 16, and award them to a new organizat ion to carry out the purpose or 
the award. 
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3. \Ve recommend that O,IP remedy the $196,732 in unallow ahle gmnt expenditures 
for the exprnditures in encss of the Phase I budgeted amount. 

OJP agrees with the reoommendation. We will coordinate with eeJ to remedy the 
S196,732 in questioned costs, related to unallowable expenditures in excess of the Phase I 
budgeted amomll, which were charged to cooperative agreement number 
2012-VF-GX-K020. 

4. 'VI' recommend that O,IP remedy the $84,030 in t.·ontl""dctor and cunsuUant 
expenditures that " 'ere unsupp0l1ed due to CC,J's failure to maintain procurement 
files. 

OJP agrces with the reoommcndation. We will coordi.natc with eeJ to remedy the 
$&4,030 in quest ioned costs, re lated to unsupported contractor and consultant 
expenditures, which were charged to cooperative agreement number 20 12- VF-GX-K020. 

5. We reconunend that OJP remedy the $7,724 in unallowable t nl\'el expenditures 
incurred by the rontmetUl"S and consultants. 

OJP agrees with the recommendation. We will coordinate with eeJ to remedy the 
$7,724 in questioned costs, related to unal lowable travel expenditures incurred by the 
contractor.; and <..'onsultanlll, which were charged to cooperative agreement number 
2012-VF-GX-K020. 

6. We recommrnd that OJP remedy the $27,975 in unallowable cOlISultant 
expenditu res due to the failure to obtain prior approval and provid e ju.stification for 
the $95-$100 per hour rate. 

OJP agrees with the recommendation. We will coordinate with eeJ to remedy the 
$27,975 in questioned costs, relatcd to the excess consultant expenditures, which were 
charged to cooperative agreement number 2012-VF-OX-K020. 

7. We recommend that OJP remedy the S17,962 in unallowable costs due to CCJ's 
failure to seek approval prior to hiring the independent contractors and using 
related parties without evidence of competitive procurement practices. 

OJP agrees with the reoommendation. We will coordinate with eeJ to remedy the 
$17,962 in quest ioned costs, related to unauthorized procurement expenditures, which 
were charged to cooperative agreement number 2012-VF-OX-K020. 

) 
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8. We reeommrnd that OJP rem«ly: (a) $123,129 in unallowable salarics and fringe 
henefits of the unappro\'ed CCI employees working on the gmnt; (h) $4,640 in 
unallowable tmvel e:\penst'!; incurred by these unappnn'ed employees; and 
(c) $1,621 in unallowable salary and fringe brndit costs paid to a CCJ employee 
who did not work 011 the OVC grant. 

OJP agrees with the reoommendation. We will coordinate with eel to remedy the 
$129,390 in total questioned costs, associated wi th this recommendation, related to 
unallowable and unsupported persOIUleI and travel costs, which were charged to 
cooperative agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

9. \Ve recommend that O.JP rt'medy the S2,721 in unallowable salary supplements and 
associated fringe benefits paid for with grant fWlds. 

OJP agrces with the fCoommcndation. We will coordinate with eel to remedy the 
$2,72 1 in questioned costs, related to unal lowable salary supplements and associated 
fringe benefits, which were charged to oooperative agreement number 
2OJ2-VF-GX-K020_ 

10. \Ve rt'commend that 0,11' rt'medy $2,536 for um>uppui1ed personnel salary costs. 

OJP agrees with the reoommendation. We will coordinate with eel to remedy the 
$2,536 in questioned costs, related to unsupported pcrsOlUlei salary costs. which were 
charged 10 cooperative agreemenl number 2012- VF·G X-K020. 

11. We reconunend that OJP remedy $8,699 for the Wlsuppol"fed paid tinle offac{'ruals. 

OJP agrees with the fCoommendation. We will coordinate with eel to remedy the 
$8.699 in qucstioned costs, related to unsupported paid time off accruals, which were 
charged to cooperative agreement number 2012-VF·GX-K020. 

12. We recommend that O.JP remedy the S8,544 in unallowa ble expenditures that were 
not approved ill the grant's budget. 

OJ P agrces wilh the fCoommendalion. We will ooordinalc with eeJ 10 remedy the 
$&,544 in questioned costs, related to unallowable expenditures that were not approved in 
the award budget, which were charged to cooperative agreemcnt nlUnber 
2012-VF-GX-K020_ 
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13. We reeommrnd that OJP rem«ly: (a) $19,635 in unallowable indir«t costs 
allocated to the grant in e,,<,ess of the appro\'l'd indirect <'list rate; and (h) $33,020 in 
unallowa ble indi rect c05h associated "'ith unallowable questioned direct ClIsh and 
S2.1,799 in unsupported indin-ct costs associated with unsupported questioned direct 
<,osts. 

OJP agrees with the reoommendation. We will ooordinate with CCJ to remedy the 
$74,454 in total questioned costs, associated with this recommendation, related to 
unallowable and unsupported indirect oosts, which were charged to cooperative 
agreement nwnber 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the draft audit report. If you have any 
questions or require additional infonnatiOll, please contact Jeffery A. Haley, Deputy Director, 
Audit and Review Division, on (202) 616-2936. 

cc: Maureen A. Hellneberg 
Deputy Assistant Attomey General 
for Operations and Management 

Anna Martinez 
Senior Policy Advisor 
Oftice of the Assistant Attomey General 

JelTery A. )·Ialcy 
Deputy Director, Audit and Review Division 
Office of Audit. Assessment, and Management 

Joye E. Frost 
Director 
Office for Victim~ oferime 

Maril)1l Roberts 
Deputy Director 
Office for Victims oferime 

Al1 i~on Turkel 
Deputy Director 
Office for Victims of Crime 

Kathrina Peterson 
Acting Deputy Director, National Programs Di vision 
Office for Victim~ oferime 
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cc: James Simonson 
Associate Director for Operations 
Office lor Victims of Crime 

Silvia Torres 
Victim Just ice Program Specialist 
Office for Victims of Crime 

Charles E. Moses 
Deputy General Counsel 

Silas V. Darden 
Director 
Oflice of Communications 

Leigh A. Benda 
Chief Financial Olllcer 

Christal McNeil-Wright 
Associate Chief Financial Olllcer 
Grants Financial Managcment Division 
Office oflhe Chi ef Financial Officer 

JoalUlc M. Sunington 
Associate Chicfl:inancial Officer 
Finance, Accounting, and Analysis Division 
Office of the Chief Financial Office 

Jerry Conty 
Assistant Chicf Finallcial Officer 
Grant~ Financial Managcmcnt Division 
Office of the Chief Financial Officer 

Alex Rosario 
Assistrull Chief Financial Officer 
Finance, Accounting, and Analysis Division 
Office of the Chi cf Financial Officer 

Aida Brumme 
Managcr, Evaluation and Ovcf!;ight Bmnch 
Grants Financial Managcment Division 
Office oflhe Chi ef Financial Officer 
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cc: Richard P. Theis 
Assistant Director, Audit Liaison Group 
Intemal Review and Evaluation Oflice 
Justice Management Division 

OJP Executive Secretariat 
Control Number ITI01607121 11624 
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Response of the Counc~ 00 Crime and Justice to OIG Draft Audit Report 

The pwpose of this docU7Jentis to respwd to the Draft AucH Report produced by the Office of the 
Inspector General (OKj) relcJ:ing to OJoperalille Agreement MJmber 2012-VF-6X-/I,020, referred to herein 

as the WAVLANgroot. 

The Draft Au d t Report produced by OIG found that there were deficiencies in the Council on Crime and 

Justice-' sacco urt i.-.. and financial co ntro I s. Thro ughout the W A \A~ grant, the Co uncil co rt racted with 
two independent firms - an acco urt i.-.. firm and an au d to r - to assi et with and review 0 ur acco lIlti~ 
practic es. We are co ntimi .-.. to inveetigate WCly these contro Is ulti mately proved inadequate. 

We are taki~ this 0 pportunity to make ab9) I Lt ely d ear that any fi nanci al co ntro I defici encies d d not 

prevent the Co uncil fro m I""oduci~ excelle rt wo rk 0 n this 1""0 j eel. Te., wo rI: that the Co lIlcir s etaff d d 
under te., WA VLAN grant I ived up to 0 lI" usual n gh etandards. It was in~ine with the 1""0 j eel' s goals and 
The cHi ce of \0 ctims of Crime's (OVC) expectatio ns. Mo 51 impo rta rt ly, the wo rk product that we 

created will allow another orga n zation to easily pick up we.,rewe left off by impementi~ the plan that 
we cre ated fo r a statewi de netwo rk to provi de co mpcehen,;ve "wraparo und" legal services to peo p e 

w-ho have been vi ctims of cri me. 

The Co uncH's staff pLt a tremendous amou rt of time, energy, and passion irt o the WAVLAN I""0ject. At 

~s gene,; S, the 1""0 j eel consisted of littl e mo re than a gut feel i~, based 0 n a ur anecdotal experiences, 

that there was a need to I""0vide better legal servicesto victims of cri.,., in Minnesota. Now, because of 
the Co unci I' s wo rk, we have a full delivery servi ce ma del - backed by a tigo ro us etatewi de needs 
assesg-nent -that is curre rt ly ready to be implemented. 

We are saddened that te., Co lIlci I' s d S9) lutio n will prevent us fro m be; ~ the agency to oversee the 

implemert ation of our p ans, bLt we kmw that our efforts, and the work I""odld we pro cU ced, will 
provide a solid framework for another agency to take overthe project. Thework we h""e oo ne on the 
WAVLAN grant will allow a new agency to easily pick 4' we.,rewe left off, and begin implementing the 

designed services in 0 rder to i ""rove access to the lega I syetem fa r crime victi ms. We are co mrri tleel to 
see;.-.. t n stransiti 0 n happen and we are 100 ki ~ fo rward to wo rki ~ with OVC to make it so. 

The im p ementation pan that we crect ed is designed to addresste., legal needs of crime victims by 

utili ~.-.. a three-tiered netwo rk appro och co nsisti.-.. of: 

1. Legal Service Providers: our needs assessmert fo und that the I egal needs of victi ms vary 
depen d ~ 4'0 n the geograp n c locatio n oft he vi ctim. Fo r that reaso n, the 1""0 j eel was 

designed to provide services in rural, urban, 9Jb ll"ban and tribal areas in Mi m esota. To 
acco mplish this, te., pro jeel Lt i liles partnerships with t rree legal service I""0viders fro macro ss 

the state who would each hire a licensed attorney thol.1;';h the WA\A~ grant. This attorney is 
specifically assigned to meet the legal needs of te., ctime victims in each location. 

1. Network Service Advisors: 15 Network Service Advisors, all wm have expertise in worki~ with 
cri.,., victi ms, helped create and design the project and were to continue to I""0vide assist ance 

and gLi dance regardi.-.. the rm del as we moved fo rward. 
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3. Le~d legal N~vig~tor; The Council was to employ a le~d legal navig~tor who will ~Iso be a 

licensed attorney, to le~d the project and take on a small caselo~d of clients. This position was 

to focus on the coordination of the project and services, documentation and tracking. sh~ring 
promising practices, and continued development of the service model. 

As ~ p~rt of the implementation plan, Council staff and our network p~rtners ~Iso developed ~ uniform 

intake process for leg~1 service organiz~tions to help identify the v~riety of leg~1 needs resulting from 

victimiz~tion, catalogue the services available to meet those needs, and document instances where a 

need w~s identified but no services were ~v~il~ble. E~ch of the three leg~1 Servi~ Provide rs ~greed to 

utilize this Legal Needs Checklist ~nd it w~s our hope th~t eventu~lIy it would be ~dopted by service 

providers statewide. 

Addition~lIy, we dr~fted e li gi bility require ments for services through the network, ~ project inform~tion 

sheet to be dissemin~ted to project p~rticipants, ~ p~rticipant consent form th~t ~ddresses sh~ring of 

non-identifiable information in orde r to track outcomes, a policy and procedure m~nu~1 gove rning the 

attorneys working ~t e~ch of the legal Service Provider sites, ~nd ~ set of data collection policies and a 

project budget. 

A tre mendous amount of work also went into laying the groundwork for the implementation plan. 

We conducted a thorough, sta tewide needs assessment to identify gaps in legal servi~s for crime 

victims as well as mode ls for best practices in delivering services to crime victims. This research 

consiste d of; 1) a lite rature review to explore the variety of basic and legal needs crime victims may 

have, 2) qualitative interviews with crime victims, syste m professionals - judges and attorneys, and 

community based service providers; and 3) a statewide online survey of organizations that provide legal 

services to crime victims. The needs assessment was completed in October of 2014 and consisted of 

233 pages of detailed findings. 

In its report, the OIG characte rized CCJ's needs assessment as ~me re ly a draft." This characterization, 

while lite ra lly true, is ve ry misleading. The only aspect of the document that was not comple te was the 

final formatting for publication. The research undertaken to produce the document, as well as the 

sub5tance of the assessment and its findings, were a ll complete. The Council's executive summary of the 

needs assessment has been provided to avc and is ready for publication. It is attached to this response. 

In addition to a thorough needs assessment, CO built and coordinated a network of partners to serve as 

an advisory committee for all aspects of the project. The partners consisted of three legal service 

providers (Anishinabe Legal Services, Mid-Minnesota l egal Aid, and Southern Minnesota Regional l egal 

Services) and 12 Network Service Advisors, a group comprised of organizations with expertise relating to 

the legal system, working with victims, or both'. There was a concerted effort to ensure that these 

project partners h~d a diversity of viewpoin ts and represented all parts of our state, including rural 

communities and native communities. All project partners (15 separate o rganizations) were consistently 

'The group consiste d of Batte red Wome n's legal Advocacy Project, Immigrant law Center of 
Minnesota, Minnesota Alliance on Crime, Minnesota Coalition Against Sexual Assaul t, Minnesota 
Coalition for Battered Women, Minnesota Department of Health, Minnesota Office of Justi~ Programs, 
Minne sota State Bar Associa tion, Ramsey County Attorney's Office, Saint Paul Domestic Abuse 
Intervention Project, Someplace Safe, and Volunteer lawyer's Network. 
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eng<lged in monthly meetings throughout phase one of the project, and they were set to play key roles 
in the implementation plan the project ultimately produced. 

As of November 2015, all of our substantive work on the WAVLAN grant had been submitted and 

accepted, either formally or informally, by ave. The Council <lcknowledges that there were delays 
throughout the project, induding a 10 month delay in finalizing the implementation plan caused by 
turnovers in the Council's key staff positions. But, throughout the course of the WAVLAN grant, the 
Council remained in close contact with ave. The Council e)(plained to ave how staffing issues were 

causing de l<lYs in the project. Despite these delays, ave told the Council that the Council's work W<lS 
e)(cellent and in line with avc's goals and e)(pectiltions for the WAVLAN gr<lnt. 

Neither the Council nor ave <l gre5 with alG's conclusion that the Council's implement<ltion plan did 

not meet the needs of crime victims <IS outlined in the Council's needs <lssessment. To the contrary, 
avc supported the implementiltion plan. That is why avc remained committed to working with the 
Council to complete the project, notwithstilnding the audit. 

The Council looks forward to working with ave to reconcile the questioned e)(penses and to transfer 
WAVLAN to another agency. Where the Council's e)(penditures were not adequately supported, we 
belie>re we can support those e)(penditures so that they may be retroacti>rely appro>red by OVe. We 
e)(pe<:t that retroactive approv<ll will satisfy the bulk of the questioned costs listed in OIG's Draft Audit 

Report. Where the Councifs expenditures were not allowable, such as the overallotment of indirect 
expenses, we look forward to work ing with avc to satisfy those obligations. 

Dated: 8/5/2016 Respectfully submitted, 

/5/ Perry Moriearty 

Perry Moriearty 
Chair, Board of Directors, Council on Crime and 
Justice 

229 19th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 
612-625-4562 
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APPENDIX 4 

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY 
OF ACTIONS NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT 

The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) provided a draft of this audit report 
to the U.S. Department of Justice Office of Justice Programs (OJP) and a courtesy 
copy to the Chair of the Minnesota Council on Crime and Justice (CCJ) Board of 
Directors.  Due to the imminent CCJ dissolution and lack of personnel who were 
involved in the audit, CCJ did not provide the OIG with a response to each 
recommendation but instead provided OJP with a summary response to the OIG’s 
draft audit report. OJP attached this submission from the CCJ Board to its formal 
response to the OIG’s draft audit report, and this document is incorporated in its 
entirety as Appendix 3 of this final report. 

OJP concurred with our recommendations, and as a result, the status of the 
audit report is resolved. The following provides the OIG analysis of OJP’s responses 
and summary of actions necessary to close the report. 

Recommendation: 

1.	 In the event that CCJ reestablishes its operations and seeks funding 
from DOJ, ensure that CCJ implements appropriate internal controls 
and procedures to safeguard DOJ grant funds prior to the awarding 
of any future grant funds. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated that if, in 
the future, CCJ reestablishes its operations and seeks funding from DOJ, OJP 
will require CCJ, as a pre-condition to any award, to develop and implement 
appropriate internal controls and procedures to safeguard DOJ grant funds. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that OJP has 
memorialized this pre-condition requirement in order to ensure that if CCJ 
were to reestablish operations and seek funding, OJP would ensure that CCJ 
had implemented appropriate internal controls and procedures to safeguard 
DOJ grant funds. 

2.	 Remedy the $602,359 in unspent grant funds as funds to better use. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it has a 
financial hold on all remaining funds, totaling $609,406, for cooperative 
agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020, which represents funds not drawn 
down by CCJ.18 According to its response, OJP’s Office of the Chief Financial 
Officer intends to deobligate the remaining funds by September 30, 2016, 
and award them to a new organization to carry out the purpose of the award. 

18 The $609,406 in remaining funds includes the $602,359 identified in the recommendation, 
as well as $7,047 in expenditures that were not yet reimbursed by OJP. 
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This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$609,406 in remaining funds that were not drawn down by CCJ have been 
appropriately remedied. 

3.	 Remedy the $196,732 in unallowable grant expenditures for the 
expenditures in excess of the Phase I budgeted amount. 

Resolved. OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy the $196,732 in questioned costs related to 
unallowable expenditures in excess of the Phase I budgeted amount that 
were charged to cooperative agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$196,732 in questioned costs related to unallowable grant expenditures that 
were in excess of the Phase I budgeted amount has been appropriately 
remedied. 

4.	 Remedy the $84,030 in contractor and consultant expenditures that 
were unsupported due to CCJ’s failure to maintain procurement files. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy the $84,030 in questioned costs related to 
unsupported contractor and consultant expenditures, which were charged to 
cooperative agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$84,030 in questioned costs related to contractor and consultant 
expenditures that were unsupported due to CCJ’s failure to maintain 
procurement files has been appropriately remedied. 

5.	 Remedy the $7,724 in unallowable travel expenditures incurred by 
the contractors and consultants. 

Resolved. OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy the $7,724 in questioned costs related to 
unallowable travel expenditures incurred by the contractors and consultants, 
which were charged to cooperative agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$7,724 in questioned costs related to unallowable travel expenditures 
incurred by the contractors and consultants has been appropriately 
remedied. 
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6.	 Remedy the $27,975 in unallowable consultant expenditures due to 
the failure to obtain prior approval and provide justification for the 
$95-$100 per hour rate. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy the $27,975 in questioned costs related to the 
excess consultant expenditures, which were charged to cooperative 
agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$27,975 in questioned costs related to the excess consultant expenditures 
has been appropriately remedied. 

7.	 Remedy the $17,962 in unallowable costs due to CCJ’s failure to seek 
approval prior to hiring the independent contractors and using 
related parties without evidence of competitive procurement 
practices. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy the $17,962 in questioned costs related to 
unauthorized procurement expenditures, which were charged to cooperative 
agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$17,962 in questioned costs related to unauthorized procurement 
expenditures has been appropriately remedied. 

8.	 Remedy:  (a) $123,129 in unallowable salaries and fringe benefits of 
the unapproved CCJ employees working on the grant; (b) $4,640 in 
unallowable travel expenses incurred by these unapproved 
employees; and (c) $1,621 in unallowable salary and fringe benefit 
costs paid to a CCJ employee who did not work on the OVC grant. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy the $129,390 in total questioned costs 
associated with this recommendation, related to unallowable and 
unsupported personnel and travel costs, which were charged to cooperative 
agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$129,390 in total questioned costs related to unallowable and unsupported 
personnel and travel costs has been appropriately remedied. 

9.	 Remedy the $2,721 in unallowable salary supplements and 
associated fringe benefits paid for with grant funds. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy the $2,721 in questioned costs related to 
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unallowable salary supplements and associated fringe benefits, which were 
charged to cooperative agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$2,721 in questioned costs related to unallowable salary supplements and 
associated fringe benefits has been appropriately remedied. 

10.	 Remedy $2,536 for unsupported personnel salary costs. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy the $2,536 in questioned costs related to 
unsupported personnel salary costs, which were charged to cooperative 
agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$2,536 in questioned costs, related to unsupported personnel salary costs 
has been appropriately remedied. 

11.	 Remedy $8,699 for the unsupported paid time off accruals. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy the $8,699 in questioned costs related to 
unsupported paid time off accruals, which were charged to cooperative 
agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$8,699 in questioned costs related to unsupported paid time off accruals has 
been appropriately remedied. 

12.	 Remedy the $8,544 in unallowable expenditures that were not 
approved in the grant’s budget. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy $8,544 in questioned costs related to 
unallowable expenditures that were not approved in the award budget, which 
were charged to cooperative agreement number 2012-VF-GX-K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$8,544 in questioned costs related to unallowable expenditures that were not 
approved in the award budget has been appropriately remedied. 
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13.	 Remedy:  (a) $19,635 in unallowable indirect costs allocated to the 
grant in excess of the approved indirect cost rate; and (b) $33,020 in 
unallowable indirect costs associated with unallowable questioned 
direct costs and $21,799 in unsupported indirect costs associated 
with unsupported questioned direct costs. 

Resolved.  OJP concurred with our recommendation. OJP stated it will 
coordinate with CCJ to remedy $74,454 in total questioned costs associated 
with this recommendation related to unallowable and unsupported indirect 
costs, which were charged to cooperative agreement number 2012-VF-GX
K020. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
$74,454 in total questioned costs, associated with this recommendation, 
related to unallowable and unsupported indirect costs has been appropriately 
remedied. 
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